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GREENER CHALLENGE
“Just as ripples spread out
when a single pebble is
dropped into water, the
actions of individuals can
have far reaching effects”.
~ Dalai Lama
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Ripple #1: Sanjana
JENNIFER'S FRIEND

Today, Sanjana decided to bike to our
local mall instead of driving there like
she usually does. In her science
research class, Sanjana was learning
about the carbon emissions from
burning fossil fuels and its impacts.
So, when Jennifer approached her
about the ripple effect idea, Sanjana
came up with her idea very easily
and was happy to bike to the mall
instead of driving in order to raise
awareness.

Sanjana explained her biking to the
mall to her family by talking to them
about the pollution from a car, and
also documented her biking journey
and this important issue through
Snapchat.

“I think that each of us have the
power to shape the world, even if
it is in a small way, or a
seemingly inconceivable manner.”
-Sanjana Shanmugavel
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Ripple #2: Isabella
JENNIFER'S FRIEND

This is Isabella, Jennifer's friend and
fellow environmentalist, as they are
both members of our school's
environmental club. Isabella is
passionate about conservation, but
she still makes many unwise lifestyle
choices every day - including her use
of plastic water bottles.

"I would say that all my
household consumes at least
10 plastic water bottles a
day. I know that this is
really bad for the
environment, but it's sad to
say that our convenience is
more popular than
conservation.
-Isabella Lok

Since her decision to use a glass
mason jar instead of a plastic water
bottle to drink water has compelled
Isabella to speak with her mother on
the issue. Isabella is in the process of
eradicating plastic water bottles in
the household and is strengthening
her argument for conservation.
Isabella has a goal to implement a
water filtration system in her house
and is doing chores to fund it!

go reusable
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Ripple #3: Erin
FOODIE

Erin Dong loves to cook,
and loves her
environment as well! She
is also a member of our
school's environmental
club, and has been for 4
years.
We approached Erin,
knowing that she would
have the expertise of
creating a vegan
breakfast as would a
masterchef. And she
pulled it off perfectly, so
much so that it was even
instagram-worthy!
It's so important to be
meatless, and Erin trailblazed a vegan breakfast
revolution by showcasing
her beautiful avocado
toast on her popular
instagram.

"another day, another
avocado toast" -erin dong

